
FILO2230 Advanced Studies in Philosophy of Nature

[30h] 4 credits

This two-yearly course is taught in 2007-2008, 2009-2010,...
This course is taught in the 1st semester

Teacher(s): Michel Ghins
Language: French
Level: Second cycle

Aims

The aim of the course is to allow the students to deepen their understanding of specific questions in the philosophy of nature by
opening a dialogue with contemporary science and philosophy of science. The students should sharpen their analytical and
critical skills and be able to defend a personal position taken with regards to the central issues in contemporary philosophy of
nature.

Main themes

The topics discussed change from year to year: in previous years we have studied the following themes: the question of finality
in nature in contemporary cosmology (discussion of anthropic principles), empiricism in the philosophy of science,
substantival and relational conceptions of space and time, causality and determinism, the ontological implications of scientific
theories.

Content and teaching methods

God and natural science
The course is dedicated to a philosophical approach of the relationship between natural science and theology, through dwelling
on specific issues. The Galileo trials, the Leibniz-Clarke controversy, the finality in nature and the anthropic principles in
cosmology will be successively examined.

Other information (prerequisite, evaluation (assessment methods), course materials recommended readings,
...)

Pre-requisites
An introductory Philosophy of Science course.
Assessment:
The exam bears on the material covered in class, preferably in the form of an essay composed by the student.
Supporting material:
A course outline and a bibliography will be distributed during the first class. Photocopies of the texts to be read will be
distributed ahead of time.
Course Holder/Course Supervision:
By the lecturer.

Other credits in programs

ISLE3DA/IS Diplôme d'études approfondies en philosophie et lettres
(philosophie)

(4 credits)

ISP20 Licence à durée réduite en philosophie (4 credits)
ISP21 Première licence en philosophie (4 credits)
ISP22 Deuxième licence en philosophie (4 credits)
ISPB9CE Certificat universitaire en philosophie (approfondissement) (4 credits)
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